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Program
Matthew Richert

Flight of the LaqyBug

Matthew Richert, piano
Hsin-hwa Lee

Twilight

Carmen Hawkins,flute
i\'lichael Kearney, horn
Katelyn J . Eldridge, violin
Su-kyung Ji, piano
Michael Lewis Gallant

Smoke In Mirrors

Jennifer Ringsby and Taylor Nix, violins
Matthew Harper, viola
Shannon Schultze, cello
A. Anna Danes

VaLre Aberrant

Shu Li, piano
Nick Hoffman

Baphomet

Execution: Mike Hamende
.Arlene Siagian

IVindows

Lynn O'Brien, alto
Ken Wendt and Kevin Price, trumpets
Ryan Borden, bongos
Arlene Siagian, piano
String Quartet No. 1 in A minor

Zachariah Zubow

Jennifer Kluchenek and Taylor Nix, violins
Matthew Harper, viola
Shannon Schultze, cello
Jacob Mariani

largakm

Katherine Boundy, harp
Carmen Hawkins,flute
Guadalupe Esquivel,, contrabassoon
and the ISU Chamber Strings
Minima

Scott Lindstrom
Ryan Borden, Sarah Brillhart, Patrick Keelan, Sarah Mullin
woodblocks and mallet percussion
Scott Lindstrom, piano
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Notes by the composers
Flight of the Ladybug features a repetitive, catchy motive. Its quick
harmonic changes and somewhat
reminded me of the flight path of
msect. -MR

clumsy
left
a somewhat

hand
heavy

On highway 74, before it became completely dark, I saw a
glimmering light knife through the clouds. Twilight is inspired by
this natural view of this beautiful sunset in summer. This piece
consists of three sections, ABA. The tempo is fast-slow-fast. The
harmonies focus on the intervals of second and seventh. -HHL

Smoke in Mirrors is derived from a mix of jazz harmonies that
disintegrate into bitonality. Chromatic shifts throughout the piece are
meant to represent the fleeting images in the mirrors and the
frustration of having been deceived. -MLG
In Valse Aberrant, I tried to convey a musical dichotomy within a
loose waltz format by exploring consonance and dissonance through
extended chromaticism, a wide range of dynamics, and contrasting
sections. It was my hope to enable a marriage of aural disquiet and
expressive beauty throughout fitful gestures of desperate
contemporary romanticsm. -AAD
Eye in the triangle, number in the book. Neither of these alone is
enough. Maybe. -NH
Loosely based on Alfred Hitchcock's Rear Window, Windows features
musical ideas appearing randomly, like windows opening. In one
window, a housewife cleaning her apartment appears, in another a
child practices fo r a music lesson, and in yet another, two friends
have a conversation about their strange neighbor next door.
Throughout the piece, a "movie soundtrack" links the windows
together, and builds for a momentous ending when the strange
neighbor pursues the curious couple. Conversations, thoughts,
actions and reactions explode, leaving the housewife the only sane
person in the entire apartment complex. -AS
(notes continue on reverse)

String Quartet in A minor is my first string quartet. It is heavily
influenced by contemporary music as well as music from the
Baroque period. This piece is constructed in sonata form, with fugal
characteristics during the development section. -ZZ

I

Iargalon is a programmatic work based on two books by Harvard
professor Barry Fell called America B.C. (before Columbus) and Saga
America. In his books, Fell analyzes evidence from almost every
major world culture of ship voyages to the new world. My piece is a
sort of seafaring adventure soundtrack on this topic. -JM
Minima, which is the plural form of the word 'minimum,' takes its
cue from the style called Minimalism and Steve Reich's work Music
For 18 Musicians. Part I is played entirely on woodblocks, with
accented eighth notes defining the rhythms. Part II, played on
various keyboard percussion instruments, adds color to the eighthnote pattern set-up in Part I. The minimalist style emerges as Part II
progresses into an intricate entanglement of rhythms. -SL
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